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Abstract. Drought is a phenomenon which can cause large economical impact even in Europe. To assess the
magnitude and the spatial extension of drought events, it is important to have a standardized drought index
which is applicable for a large climatically heterogeneous region like Europe or the WMO RA VI Region (Eu-
rope and the Middle East). Such an index should describe the drought phenomenon adequately, but it should
also be derivable from meteorological quantities which are easily and timely available in whole Europe.

In a first investigation, some candidates for drought indices were chosen, compared and assessed for applica-
bility in whole Europe. The most appropriate one seems to be the widely known Standardized Precipitation
Index (SPI) which is a standardized and handy measurement of drought for any location and requires nothing
but precipitation data. However, it has turned out that for some places in the RA VI Region, notably in arid
regions in summer, the SPI does not always provide reasonable or easily interpretable results.

For that reason, some modifications of the SPI have been tried out and tested statistically. It seems that the
gamma distribution of precipitation which is used for computation of the SPI is in fact the most appropriate
one and other distributions have not improved the results substantially. On the other hand a so called zero
correction, which sets very small precipitation totals to dry values, only dependent on the precipitation distri-
bution, but independent on the individual location delivers more reasonable results.

Maps of the new modified drought index and its anomalies from the climate normal are produced quasi-
operationally and distributed via the Internet each month. The drought monitoring is part of the monitoring
programme of the WMO RA VI Pilot Regional Climate Centre on Climate Monitoring (RCC-CM) hosted by
the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD), and the maps can be found on its present
RCC-CM platform (http://www.dwd.de/rcc-cm).

1 Introduction

Drought is a phenomenon which can appear in many parts
of the globe (Wilhite, 2000) and can cause large economic
impacts even in Europe. The spatio-temporal evolution and
characteristics of large-scale European droughts have been
investigated recently, e.g. by Parry et al. (2010) and Han-
naford et al. (2011), including linking droughts to weather
types (Fleig et al., 2011) and analysing drought trends for
the Mediterranean e.g. by Sousa et al. (2011); further numer-
ous studies have been carried out on a national or subregional
scale.
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To assess the magnitude and the spatial extent of drought
events, it is important to have a standardized drought index
which is applicable for a large climatically heterogeneous re-
gion like Europe or the WMO RA VI Region (Europe and
the Middle East). Such an index should describe the drought
phenomenon adequately, but it should also be derivable from
meteorological quantities which are easily and timely avail-
able for the whole of Europe. It is desirable to have one
simple index to show the drought characteristics of the wide
and disparate region. The aim of the investigation is to pro-
duce an operational system to monitor drought conditions,
showing their variability in time and space. It should be an
index which is easy to calculate and apply to the whole re-
gion so that individual sub-regions can be easily compared
to each other. This is possible for standardized indices which
are generally applicable for each location within the Region
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and do not contain any local or sub-regional specifics or,
in case there are any, they need to be adapted or modified.
There were many previous approaches for deriving and us-
ing drought indices, e.g. by Parry et al. (2010). Here, the
approach is to create a drought index by choosing an already
existing and widely used index which is applicable for most
of the WMO RA VI Region, and by introducing modifica-
tions for those parts of the Region where improvement of the
index is needed due to their special climatic characteristics.
Such an index can provide an overview of drought conditions
and its variability in space and time operationally.

As agricultural and hydrological droughts need relatively
long timescales to be indexed, McKee et al. (1993) originally
calculated a drought index, the SPI (see Sect. 2), for 3-, 6-,
12-, 24- and 48-month timescales. This paper concentrates
on a monthly timescale, which can be used to characterise
meteorological drought. Another reason for having chosen
that time scale is that the aim of this paper is the construc-
tion of a drought index for monthly climate monitoring, to
enable a comparison with other monthly climate monitoring
products such as temperature and precipitation anomalies.

2 Comparison of drought indices

In a first investigation (Pietzsch, 2009), three drought indices
were chosen, compared and assessed for applicability to the
whole of Europe. These were the Aridity Index according to
de Martonne (1950) (Precipitation/[Temperature+10]), the
Climatic Water Balance (M̈uller-Westermeier, 2005) (Pre-
cipitation Evaporation according to Wendling, 1995) and the
Standardized Precipitation Index (McKee et al., 1993) (pre-
cipitation anomalies shown as multiples of the standard devi-
ation of an adapted theoretical distribution; here the gamma
distribution and the reference period 1971–2007). The in-
dices were calculated for every month of the years 2002 to
2006 based on various data sources (see Pietzsch, 2009 for
more details) and mapped using a GIS (Geographical Infor-
mation System) on a regular grid with a resolution of 0.5×0.5
degrees latitude/longitude. The results were that the Arid-
ity Index according to de Martonne does not give any use-
ful results for temperatures near or below−10 degrees Cel-
sius and so cannot be applied to the whole of WMO RA
VI. The Climatic Water Balance does not show extremes
in an adequate way, because it expresses drought events too
weakly. The most appropriate drought index seems to be the
widely known Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) which
is a standardized and handy measurement of drought for any
location and only requires precipitation data. However, for
some places in the RA VI Region, notably in arid regions in
summer such as southern Spain and the Middle East, the SPI
does not always provide reasonable or easily interpretable
results. It is problematic to calculate the SPI for very arid
regions because precipitation near zero can cause mislead-
ing high or low SPI values (Lloyd-Hughes and Saunders,

2002). These problems appear especially for the time scale
of 1 month when trying to describe regions in which arid-
ity is normal during certain months (NDMC, 2011). In the
case of zero precipitation during the whole period consid-
ered it is not possible to calculate any SPI value. And in
regions with very little precipitation, the SPI misleadingly
shows very high (humid) values.

3 SPI modifications

For that reason, some modifications of the SPI have been
tried out and tested statistically using the gridded precipi-
tation data of the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre
(GPCC, full data reanalysis product version 4, spatial resolu-
tion 0.5×0.5◦; Schneider et al., 2008). First a choice of theo-
retical distributions (the binomial distribution, the exponen-
tial distribution, the gamma distribution, the Poisson distribu-
tion and the Weibull distribution) was applied to precipitation
data from the problematic arid regions. Therefore 51 grid
points in Portugal, southern Italy, Greece, Cyprus, Turkey,
Lebanon, Syria, Israel and Jordan were chosen and the cor-
responding empirical precipitation distributions of August in
years 1971 to 2007 were adapted to each of the theoretical
distributions. Then the theoretical distributions were com-
pared to the real precipitation distributions using the Chi-
square test. It appeared reasonable to test a variety of dis-
tributions to find out whether there is a distribution function
beside the widely accepted gamma distribution (McKee et
al., 1993) that better fits the precipitation distribution in the
arid regions. In that case the distribution function of the SPI
could have been modified. In regions with values of only
0 or 1 mm precipitation the binomial distribution fitted very
well. In the wetter regions the gamma distribution provided
the best results but also the exponential distribution showed
quite good results. All in all, however, the gamma distribu-
tion was the most suitable one with the lowest Chi-square
values, which means the highest similarity to the real pre-
cipitation distributions. In a second step the distributions
of the calculated SPI-values for the grid points mentioned
above were compared with the normal distribution via the
Chi-square test. This examination showed that none of these
SPI distributions was normally distributed. Based on these
findings, various correction approaches for the SPI were cre-
ated and tested. One version was changing the distribution
function and recalculating the SPI. Here a combination of
the exponential distribution and the gamma distribution was
used. Another model was a weighted addition of another
distribution function to the existing SPI. Furthermore a so-
called zero correction, in terms of setting very small precipi-
tation totals to dry SPI values, was used to solve the problem
that the present SPI does not adopt dry values in cases of
no precipitation and an inappropriate distribution as in arid
regions. Every variation of modification, with and without
zero correction, was validated via comparison of Chi-square
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Figure 1. Comparison of the SPI (upper map) and the SPI DWD (lower map).

values. Here again, the Chi-square test was applied to find
out whether the different correction approaches were nor-
mally distributed (by comparing the drought index distribu-
tions with a theoretical normal distribution); or rather which
of them was the most normally distributed one. It seems
that the gamma distribution of precipitation which is used
for computation of the SPI is in fact the most appropriate one
and other distributions have not improved the results substan-
tially. On the other hand, the zero correction, only dependent

on the precipitation distribution, but not explicitly dependent
on the individual location delivers more reasonable results
by making sure that zero precipitation yields low SPI-values
for each location. To have a comparison and to get the long-
term mean monthly parameters of the gamma distribution (α,
β, andp0= the relative frequency for zero precipitation) for
further calculations, first the original SPI was computed for
the years 1901–2009 for every grid point of WMO RA VI
using the function:
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Table 1. Comparison of the SPI and the SPI DWD for several grid points.

Grid Point Precipitation August (mm) Drought Index August 2003

1971–2007 2003 SPI SPI DWD

02.5◦W 39.5◦ N (Spain) 14.7 31.0 1.2 1.2
07.5◦W 40.5◦ N (Spain) 12.9 30.0 1.2 1.0
21.0◦ E 38.0◦ N (Greece) 10.4 19.0 0.9 0.7
35.5◦ E 33.5◦ N (Middle East) 0.3 0.0 1.2 −1.9
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Fig. 2: SPI and SPI DWD as function of monthly precipitation in August 1971-2007 at a grid 
point over Greece (21.0E 38.0N). Precipitation totals for each year of that period are 
displayed in ascending order. Parameters in this example: number of years n=37, relative 
frequency of zero precipitation p0=6/n=0.162.  

 

 

 

The disadvantage of the SPI DWD is that the values of its distribution are still not normally 
distributed in arid regions (see Fig. 3). However, in this case even the original SPI is not 
normally distributed, because the distribution of the precipitation values is inappropriate, 
since there are numerous small precipitation values. To achieve the aim of correctly 
representing very small precipitation values via very small SPI values we had to drop the 
normal distribution. 

 

Figure 2. SPI and SPI DWD as function of monthly precipitation
in August 1971–2007 at a grid point over Greece (21.0◦ E 38.0◦ N).
Precipitation totals for each year of that period are displayed in as-
cending order. Parameters in this example: number of yearsn= 37,
relative frequency of zero precipitationp0=6/n=0.162.

F(x)= (1− p0) · Γ (x, α, β) for x>0

F(x)= p0 for x=0 (1)

x=precipitation total over the chosen time interval (e.g. 1
month); p0= relative frequency for zero precipitation total
(x=0)=number of years with zero precipitation in the given
time span divided by the total number of evaluated years.

The cumulative probability,F(x), is then transformed to
the standard normal random variableZ with mean zero and
variance of one, which is the value of the SPI (http://ccc.
atmos.colostate.edu/pub/spi.pdf).

Afterwards the most reasonable correction approaches for
the SPI were calculated. By successive trying, correcting and
modifying the various solutions, the final solution, we call it
SPI DWD, was developed:

SPI DWD = SPI + (NORMINV (1/n) NORMINV(p0)) ·

(1− p(SPI))/(1− p0) (2)

n=Number of evaluated years; NORMINV( )= Inverse
function of the standardized normal distribution;p0= Rel-
ative frequency for zero precipitation as in the original
SPI; p(SPI)=Value of the distribution function of the stan-
dardized normal distribution forz=SPI; for x = 0 mm:
NORMINV (1/n) (e.g. forn= 107= −2.3=extremely dry);
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Fig. 3: Frequency distribution of the SPI and the SPI DWD for the same data as in Fig. 2, 
compared with the corresponding normal distribution. 

 

 

5. Production of time series and operational maps 

The SPI DWD was computed for every month of the years 1901-2010 and the whole WMO 
RA VI. Since the GPCC full data reanalysis product presently was only available until 2007, 
the GPCC monitoring product had been used instead for the years since 2008. The 
monitoring product has a lower data density and a coarser resolution (1°x1°) compared to the 
full data product, but the gridded data are available two months after the actual month. For 
near real time monitoring, another GPCC product (first guess product) is available around 5 
days after completion of the month, but with even lower data density and lower quality control 
level compared to the GPCC monitoring product (Schneider et al. 2008).  

The index was mapped using a GIS from 2005 onwards. Maps of the new modified drought 
index and its anomalies from the climate normal are produced quasi-operationally and 
distributed via the Internet each month. The drought monitoring is part of the monitoring 
programme of the WMO RA VI Pilot Regional Climate Centre on Climate Monitoring (RCC-
CM) hosted by the German Meteorological Service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD), and the 
maps can be found on its present platform www.dwd.de/rcc-cm. 
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of the SPI and the SPI DWD for
the same data as in Fig. 2, compared with the corresponding normal
distribution.

for x> 0 mm: the higher the rainfall, the greaterp(SPI), the
smaller the difference SPI DWD−SPI, and the smaller the
correction; forp0=0: SPI DWD=SPI.

4 Results

The advantages of the new SPI DWD are that the arid regions
in summer now can be correctly represented (see Fig. 1), that
there is a smooth value transition from zero precipitation to
little precipitation and that there are hardly any differences to
the original SPI in case of higher precipitation.

The correction is only high for the extremely dry regions.
In areas where no zero precipitation values appear, the SPI
DWD is equal to the SPI and no correction is made. The
smaller the precipitation is in a region, the higher is the dif-
ference between the SPI DWD and the SPI, so that now the
regions with very little precipitation correctly show low (dry)
SPI-values. In case of zero precipitation NORMINV (1/n) is
set (e.g. for 107 yr (n= 107) a SPI value of−2.3 is the out-
come). The complexity of the correction results from the aim
of achieving the smooth value transition from zero precipita-
tion to little precipitation.

The table above (Table 1) shows a comparison of the SPI
and the SPI DWD for several grid points. It becomes evident
that the difference between the two indices is quite small for
the grid points in Spain and Greece, which do not have an
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extremely small long-term average (here August 1971–2007)
precipitation total. The correction via the SPI DWD becomes
clear, looking at the very dry grid point in the Middle East.
Here the long-term precipitation average is 0.3 mm and the
August 2003 value, with 0mm precipitation, is even smaller.
Therefore, a dry SPI value should be expected, but the origi-
nal SPI index shows the “moderately wet” value of 1.2. The
SPI DWD calculation, on the contrary, yields a more reason-
able value of−1.9, which means “severely dry”.

The graph in Fig. 2 shows how the SPI and the SPI DWD
behave over the years 1971 to 2007 at one of the 51 tested
grid points mentioned in Sect. 3 with 6 of the 37 yr having
zero precipitation in August. In contrast to SPI, SPI DWD
shows larger negative values close to−2 (severely/extremely
dry) for zero precipitation and small totals, whereas for high
precipitation the difference is close to zero since the original
SPI already yields high values>2 which means extremely
wet.

The disadvantage of the SPI DWD is that the values of its
distribution are still not normally distributed in arid regions
(see Fig. 3). However, in this case even the original SPI is
not normally distributed, because the distribution of the pre-
cipitation values is inappropriate, since there are numerous
small precipitation values. To achieve the aim of correctly
representing very small precipitation values via very small
SPI values we had to drop the normal distribution.

5 Production of time series and operational maps

The SPI DWD was computed for every month of the years
1901–2010 and the whole WMO RA VI. Since the GPCC
full data reanalysis product presently was only available un-
til 2007, the GPCC monitoring product had been used instead
for the years since 2008. The monitoring product has a lower
data density and a coarser resolution (1×1◦) compared to
the full data product, but the gridded data are available two
months after the actual month. For near real time monitor-
ing, another GPCC product (first guess product) is available
around 5 days after completion of the month, but with even
lower data density and lower quality control level compared
to the GPCC monitoring product (Schneider et al., 2008).

The index was mapped using a GIS from 2005 onwards.
Maps of the new modified drought index and its anomalies
from the climate normal are produced quasi-operationally
and distributed via the Internet each month. The drought
monitoring is part of the monitoring programme of the WMO
RA VI Pilot Regional Climate Centre on Climate Monitor-
ing (RCC-CM) hosted by the German Meteorological Ser-
vice (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD), and the maps can be
found on its present platformhttp://www.dwd.de/rcc-cm.
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